Business Case for
Natural Refrigerants

June 12-14, 2018

Long Beach, CA

World’s largest community of HVAC&R leaders deciding
the future of sustainable heating and cooling.
Join us to meet 450+ thought leaders from North America
and learn how natural refrigerants help make your business
more efficient and sustainable!

SEE PROGRAM
The conference is the ideal event for end users who do not have
experience with natural refrigerant technologies and are
interested to learn more. There is no other event that brings
together the entire community of OEMS, product manufacturers
and experts on natural refrigerants in the industry.
- Danielle Wright, NASRC

www.ATMO.org/America2018

10 REASONS TO ATTEND ATMO
1

SAVINGS BY SWITCHING

2

LATEST TECHNOLOGY

3

REGULATORY UPDATES

4

MARKET TRENDS

5

MEET 450+ EXPERTS

6

WORKSHOPS AND TRAINING SESSIONS

7

TECHNOMERCIALS

8

KNOWLEDGE SHARING

9

END USER TRAVEL FUND

Learn how you can save your business money by switching to natural
refrigerants. Increase efficiency and reduce energy, maintenance and operating
costs.

Discover the latest natural refrigerant technologies during innovative case study
sessions and panel debates, including our most provocative debate yet: the
Future of Refrigeration Debate.

Get the latest news and updates on the current and upcoming
regulations affecting your business.

Learn best practice from top experts sharing their latest success stories and
lessons learned

Expand your network during numerous networking breaks over the 3 days by
meeting over 450 industry leaders including top technology suppliers,
contractors, policy makers, associations, fellow end users and more.

Join the many workshops and training sessions offered during the conference to
expand your knowledge.

Learn about the latest technology during short, informative technomercials

Hear from other end users' experiences with natural refrigerants first hand, and
discuss how this has helped their business.

Get your travel expenses covered as a first time attendee. Contact the
ATMOsphere team at america@shecco.com for more information.

10

HAVE A SAY

Influence the market by participating in panel discussions and debates, raise
your concerns and hear how the latest technology can support your company's
needs.

OTHER FEATURES OF ATMO AMERICA INCLUDE:
Free entry for end users
Private face-to-face meetings with suppliers
7 Accelerate America Awards including 2 new categories
New exhibition layout and schedule

Do you want to join us on this journey?

REGISTER FOR FREE NOW!

Speaking opportunities available
share your experiences and use ATMO to get more visibility!

I WANT TO SPEAK AT ATMO!

Contact

ATMO America Team

america@atmo.org

